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They were all there on Pacific Pearl last night –
politicians, supercity worthies, media celebs,
including those you’ll see in the Sunday paper
gossip pages, and even select travel industry bods.
They were on board to party at the official naming
of the first superliner to ever home port here.
Wearing “summer chic”, they gathered on the top
deck around the pools, drinking fancy cocktails and
nibbling on the finest hors d’oeuvres, impeccably
served to showcase the ship’s upscale offerings and
capabilities.
P&O’s wharf-side Pacific Island Christmas
Celebration party action was playing on the Big
Screen and the ship’s Pacific Cirque performers
showed their skills on the trapeze.

Glamorous ‘launch’ for Pacific Pearl
stairs on either side of the stage as Carnival
Australia CEO Ann Sherry spoke of the huge task
undertaken by 1800 workers to convert and
refurbish the ship in the weeks prior to its arrival in
Auckland. She said P&O Cruises was very excited
to bring their newest superliner to Auckland. “It
really is a mark of how much the cruise industry
has grown in this country over the past few years,”
she added.
Godmother Barbara Kendall MBE then wowed the
crowd by naming the ship, all the while spotlit
seated high above the deck on a trapeze.
The ship’s fog horn let loose a mighty blast and the
fireworks burst above the harbour.
The hundreds of guests were then free to roam the
ship, and all seemed mightily impressed.Pacific Pearl officers in dress uniform lined the
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NEW ZEALAND

Job Vacancy
Part Time Flexible

Well established specialist niche supplier
Location in Beachlands out East Auckland

For more details
go to UK-Europe.co.nz website,

News section

Survey shows dip in domestic travel
The Ministry of Economic Development’s latest tourism
survey shows Kiwis did less domestic travel in 2010.
The Domestic Travel Survey, which tracks the domestic
spending and travel patterns of New Zealanders, showed a
decline in domestic travel in the year to SEP10.
Domestic travellers spent $8.5 billion, a decrease of 6.7% on
the previous year.
On the other hand there was a 4.4% increase of overseas
travel by New Zealand residents in the same period.

Eichhardt’s bought by Australians
Eichardt’s Private Hotel in Queenstown has been bought by a
privately-held investment group based in Melbourne.
The Imperium Capital Group has a range of businesses within
its portfolio including a number in the hospitality and leisure
sector and intends to build the Eichardt’s brand and existing
luxury services, and working with other luxury partners in the
alpine resort.
Christchurch-born managing director Andrew Cox said they
were passionate business operators. “This purchase was a
strategic investment in an iconic brand in tourism in New
Zealand,” he said. “We’re open to looking at other acquisition
opportunities in the country now we’ve made this first step.”
The new owners take possession today and the hotel’s
management remains unchanged.

Sweet 16 and not to be missed
Affinity Cruises in the Marlborough Sounds is celebrating its
16th birthday by putting a 5-night cruise in JAN11 on
TradeMe with a starting bid of $16. The auction began on
16DEC and runs for 10 days. Affinity Cruises also has 2011
Summer Marlborough Sounds cruise specials on their website
www.affinitycruises.co.nz. They include 5 and 6-night cruises
for as little as $1600pp (normally $2550pp)

The existing i-SITE visitor information centre on Waiheke

Island has moved and opened this week in its new location

at Pendragon Mall on Ocean View Road in Oneroa.

15% off Bularangi guided motorbike tours
Bularangi Motorbike Tours is currently offering a 15% price
reduction on the following March 2011 self-ride guided
Harley Davidson tours: 18-day North and South Island Tour,
14-day North and South Island Value Tour, 10-day North and
South Island Value Tour and 9-day South Island only Value
Tour.  Further details can be seen at www.motorbikesnz.co.nz
and to obtain the 15% discount email harley@bularangi.com
with reference TM1210.

Queenstown Lakes district councillors will go to the

High Court to have Queenstown Airport buy-in

documents made public if necessary.

Taranaki’s Top 50 cartooned Must Do’s
From a helicopter flight over Mt Taranaki to climbing the
Hawera Water Tower, Taranaki’s Must Do Experiences are
now represented on the pages of a cartoon-style regional map
produced by Venture Taranaki. Thousand of locals voted for
Top 50 and local illustrator Shane Dunlop created a quirky
cartoon icon to represent each. The brochure is available now
from Venture Taranaki, the region’s i-SITEs and from
Taranaki’s tourism operators.  A full list of Taranaki’s Top 50
Must Do Experiences, with the unique cartoons, can be
viewed at www.taranaki.info/visit/mustdo.

The Whitianga Scallop Festival for 2011 has been

confirmed for 21-25SEP, a month later than previously

to help with the sustainability of scallops.

www.scallopfestival.co.nz

Queenstown Auto Extravaganza
Queenstown Auto Extravaganza 25-27FEB11 will showcase
New Zealand’s finest collection of classic, motorsports and
performance cars to help raise money for charity.
Car enthusiasts are being invited to revel among a fleet of 350
masterpieces including the cream of competition cars
representing New Zealand’s motor-racing history and a wide
range of collector’s cars from across the country.
Ticket sales: www.queenstowncarshow.co.nz/tickets/.

New Zealand on Show at AIME 2011
New Zealand’s conferencing industry will be there in force at
AIME 2011 Asia-Pac meetings and incentives event, at the
Melbourne Convention and Exhibition Centre, 15-16FEB11.
NZ’s main stand – 100% Pure New Zealand – will showcase
18 New Zealand suppliers, all but one regular AIME
exhibitors.   In addition, New Zealand will also be hosting a
new hospitality stand where buyers will be able to sample NZ
food and wine. Seven new suppliers will man it - ASB
Showgrounds, Auckland; Austin’s Food Design Events;
Dinamics Destination Management; Dream Designers by
Touch of Spice; Exclusive Events New Zealand; Johnston’s
Coachlines Ltd; Real Journeys; and Terrace Downs Resort.

i-SITE opens doors on Great Barrier Island
Auckland’s Great Barrier Island will boost its services for
visitors with today’s opening of a satellite i-SITE visitor
information centre.
The new centre, operated in summer months by a team from
the tourism unit of Auckland Tourism, Events and Economic
Development Ltd, has opened as part of the development of
an eco-friendly, solar powered airport terminal at Claris.
Throughout the winter period a freephone will allow visitors
to connect with Auckland’s main reservations team.
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AUSTRALIA
Sydney to get Australia’s
biggest convention centre
Sydney Convention and Exhibition Centre is to become the
largest facility in Australia after the NSW State government gave
the green light for the A$550m plan to extend the SCEC at
Darling Harbour.
The plan includes demolishing the existing Sydney
Entertainment Centre and building a new multi-functional SCEC
on the site of the existing car park at Haymarket.
When the work is completed in 2015, the new auditorium will
add more than 20,000sq m of new floor space and will
accommodate up to 12,000 delegates with fixed seating capacity
of 6,000.

New cableway proposal for GC hinterland
Gold Coast mayor Ron Clarke and former Tourism Queensland
boss Terry Jackman are reportedly working on a concept
proposal for an 8.8km, A$55 million cableway to run from near
the Little Nerang Dam to the Springbrook National Park within
the next 4 years.
The latest in a succession of cableway schemes,  Gold Coast
Tourism boss Martin Winter, citing the success of the cable car
in the Daintree, said it had been too long since the city had a new
major tourist attraction and the ‘visionary’ proposal for cableway
would add to the long-term sustainability of the city’s tourist
dollar.   The proponents hope to gain the support of local
environmentalists.

Pan Pacific to acquire Hilton MEL Airport
Pan Pacific Hotels Group has entered into a conditional sale and
purchase agreement to acquire the 276-room Hilton Melbourne
Airport hotel.
Earlier this year, the Group announced its entry into Australia
with three hotels - PARKROYAL Darling Harbour, Sydney,
PARKROYAL Parramatta and Pan Pacific Perth (opening
06JAN11).
Pan Pacific is assessing opportunities to rebrand the hotel a
PARKROYAL next year.

SOUTH PACIFIC

Hilton Surfers Paradise opens
Hilton Hotels & Resorts today announced the opening of
the first stage of Hilton Surfers Paradise, the brand’s first
combination hotel and residences in Australia. This first
stage of the new-build $700 million Hilton Surfers
Paradise, called the Boulevard Tower, comprises 134
residential apartments, managed by Hilton Worldwide.
The Orchid Tower, featuring a dedicated 169-room Hilton
hotel and further residential apartments, is scheduled for
completion in late 2011. Both towers are orientated to
maximise views of the ocean, hinterland and city.

New at Niue Tourism
Niuean national and former Miss South
Pacific, Vanessa Marsh, has been
appointed as the new Tourism
Development Coordinator for Niue
Tourism, effective early JAN11.
Her previous role was Executive
Assistant for the Premier of Niue but
Vanessa also has experience working
for various organisations on Niue Island including the
Department of Agriculture, Forestry & Fisheries and as a
tour guide for Kapitigi Tours.
Niue’s senior tourism development manager Hayden Porter
says it is important a talented Niuean is involved in the
change process so they can continue after he has gone.

Tonga’s cruise wharf progress
The $30 million reconstruction of Vuna Wharf in Nuku’alofa
is reportedly on track to be completed by January 2012.
MatangiTonga Online says it could attract 66 to 100 cruise
ships a year to Nuku’alofa.

Two new offers from Tahiti for Kiwis
Tahiti Tourisme has released its 2011/12 Tahiti for Kiwis
(TFK) brochure and a newly updated Moorea Madness
Discount card.
The TFK has updated NZ$price lists for local purchases,
helpful information on customs, airport maps of Papeete,
arrival and departure information, and much more.
Tahiti also has the new and improved Moorea Madness
Discount card, offering discounts through partnered
establishments on Moorea, ranging from a day at a spa to all
kinds of activities, like hiking and island adventures.
For copies of either brochure, email brochures@tahiti-
tourisme.co.nz or call 0800 TAHITI.

$12m Cooks air service subsidy
Cook Islands Prime Minister Henry Puna has officially
announced new three-year airline deals that will cost around
$12 million a year to underwrite. The new deals cover the
continuation of the Air New Zealand once-weekly B767
flights from Los Angeles, the new once-weekly B767 Sydney
flight and the new once-weekly B737 Air Pacific flight
between Nadi and Rarotonga.
CI Tourism board chairman Tata Crocombe described the new
deals as a turning point and a milestone in the history of the
economy of the Cook Islands. Government has allocated
around $10 million a year to cover the subsidies on the flights
as well as up to $2.2 million for marketing.
Cook Islands News reports that the CI government aims to use
around $1.5m left over from the $2.5m subsidy provided for
the trial of the Sydney flight for marketing in the current
financial year and is set to pass a supplementary annual
budget to secure an extra $500,000 towards this expenditure.
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bangkokair@airlinemarketing.co.nz
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SPTO teams with Lonely Planet on microsite
The South Pacific Tourism Organisation (SPTO) and Pacific
Islands Trade & Invest (PITI) Australia have partnered with
Lonely Planet to develop a 3-month online marketing
campaign to grow tourism to the Pacific Islands.
It will focus on attracting the lucrative 18-35 year-old
backpacker and FIT markets from Australia and NZ.
The campaign aims to drive visitors from Lonely Planet’s
website to a dedicated Pacific Islands microsite featuring the
16 member countries of the Pacific Islands Forum and SPTO.

Airlines PNG has announced an extension of its code

share arrangement with Pacific Blue Airlines to 31MAR12.

Airlines PNG has code shared on four weekly DJ services

between Port Moresby and Brisbane since NOV08.

ASIA
Macau’s newest attraction
The House of Dancing Water at Macau’s City of Dreams is
described as a show like no other on Earth. The US$250
million spectacle is housed in a purpose-built circular theatre
that boasts a 3.7 million-gallon stage pool, 58 automated
fountains and 8 elevators that make it possible to convert the
aquatic stage to a solid floor. With 77 performers including
acrobats, dancers, stuntmen and musicians, the show narrates
a legendary story of a princess and a brave stranger fighting
against the Serpent Queen. It took 5 years of planning and 2
years of rehearsal to present what is described as a grand
dreamlike performance.

Vietnam by helicopter
For those clients with limited time who wish to visit Halong
Bay, World Journeys can now arrange helicopter tours for
scenic flights over Halong Bay from Hanoi.  They can also be
arranged in the north of Vietnam for transfers to Lao Cai (the
gateway to Sapa), Noi Bai International Airport or in the
central regions including Hue and Hoi An.  Prices available
from World Journeys on request.  Call 0800 117311 or
info@worldjourneys.co.nz

  Halong Bay in Private
World Journeys advises that one of its high end Halong Bay
cruise companies has won special permission from local
authorities for exclusive use of a limestone cave in the bay,
which can be used for candle-lit dinners. The cave has not
been opened to public before and it will have a wooden
floor, stairs, and lighting.  It will be open to all guests
cruising aboard Deluxe Junk boats - Ginger, Jasmine and
Violet from mid-JAN11, and will be included in the World
Journeys package rates.   Guests can also choose to stay
aboard the boat for dinner.
Also new to the World Journeys Deluxe package will be a
visit to a private beach not visited on the more commercial
routes of Halong Bay.  Call 0800 117311.

Another Best Western for Seoul
The 200-room Best Western Premier Guro Hotel, the
group’s 9th property in the country and its 6th in
Seoul, has opened for buiness.  It enjoys a prime
location at the centre of the Guro Digital Complex,
home to multinational hi-tech companies.
Its rooms feature cable and satellite TV, free high
speed internet, coffee/tea maker, in-room deposit safe,
hairdryer and shoe-shining services.
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TOURISM AUTHORITY OF THAILAND

IS REPRESENTED IN NEW ZEALAND

BY FRANCIS TRAVEL MARKETING

DX: CX10152,  Tel 09-444-2298,

enquiries@francistravelmarketing.co.nz

Thai Food

www.thailand.net.au

Eating Thai food is a top attraction

for visitors of Thailand.

Learning to cook Thai food

is as enjoyable as eating it.

While “Thai food” has gained

international recognition, Thai

cuisine can actually be broken

down by the region from which it

originated.

Each of Thailand’s different regions

has developed its own style and is

responsible for dishes that are

quite different from those of other

regions.

Thai food from Issarn, in the

northeast of Thailand, shares many

similarities with cuisine from

neighbouring Laos, though the Thai

versions of the dishes, such as Som

Tam, are a lot heavier on the chili.

Southern curries on the other

hand, are less spicy, with a greater

Malaysian influence, and feature

more coconut and turmeric. And

while Thai people love fish,

whether from the river or the sea,

Thailand’s beaches are the prime

destinations to sample the best

Thai seafood dishes.

While Thai food has a reputation for being spicy, it is actually based on a

balance between different flavours including spicy, sour, sweet, salty, and

bitter. This goes beyond simply combining the flavours within an individual

dish to incorporate the contrast in flavours between two or three different

dishes, which is one reason Thai’s share meals and eat family style.

As so many visitors love to eat Thai

food, it’s unsurprising that many would

want to learn Thai cooking too.

Thai cooking classes range from one

day fun courses to extensive chef

training programs, both of which can

be equally fun and informative.

Most Thai cooking classes begin with a

tour of a local market to see where

everyday Thais purchase the many

exotic ingredients that are used in Thai

cooking. A good tour leader from a

reputable Thai cooking school will not

only explain the ingredients, he or she

will also explain what substitute

ingredients you can shop for at home.

www.tourismthailand.org/food-drink/

Tourism Authority of Thailand’s

website contains  a wealth of

information on Thai cuisine,

cooking classes, recipes and

recommended restaurants.
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THE AMERICAS

American Safari Cruises La Nina offer
American Safari Cruises is in the midst of its Mexico’s Sea of
Cortés season aboard the 22-guest Safari Quest and World
Journeys has a “La Nina” offer of US$500pp savings, ending
14JAN11.  Savings are in USD and apply to new bookings on
these departures:  29JAN; 05FEB, 19FEB, 05MAR and
19MAR11. In addition, guests who book the Sea of Cortés
“La Nina” offer become eligible for a US$500pp Hawaiian
Islands saving for travel in JAN, FEB or MAR12 aboard the
flagship 36-guest Safari Explorer.  Call World Journeys on
0800 117311.

NASA’S Kennedy Space Center Visitor Complex in

Florida is to be transformed. Design work has begun

on a new ten-year master plan to provide immersive

thematic zones, interactive exhibits and live

presentations by astronauts and workers.

Central to the master plan is a US$100m exhibit

displaying a flown space shuttle orbiter, and there will

also be  displays on the Hubble Space Telescope and

construction of the International Space Station.

Ski Canada
Agents are
reminded that
World Journeys
can assist with
Ski or Winter
product to the
Canadian Ski
resorts.  Both
Kim Houston
(pictured at

EUROPE

Emerald Lake) and Sue Barnaby have experienced these
resorts, and the company uses a ‘one stop shop’ supplier so
can guarantee a confirmation within 24 hours, with
competitive pricing.  Call 0800 117311 or
info@worldjourneys.co.nz

Snowbound?   Without a travel agent,
you’re on your own
With the record winter snows still affecting Europe it’s timely
to reinforce to the travelling public the benefits of using a
travel agent.  TAANZ points out it’s the Icelandic volcano
scenario all over again - when things go wrong the longest
counter and phone queues are at airports and airline offices.

New owner
for UK-Europe Self-Catering
UK-Europe Self-Catering has a new
owner, Carl Mann, who recently acquired
the business from Helen Ellis who has
decided to semi-retire.  Click Here for the
new contact details.

Luxury hotel for Versailles
The UNESCO-listed Palace of Versailles is to transform one
of its satellite buildings into a luxury hotel, paving the way for
a series of French projects aimed at exploiting the economic
potential of listed buildings while securing their renovation.
The 17th century Hotel du Grand Controle, the traditional
home of the chateau’s treasurers, is to be converted into a 23-
bedroom luxury establishment
AFP reports that the Centre for National Monuments has
asked the Atout France tourism promotion agency to study the
possibility of converting around 20 listed sites.

TOUR PRODUCT

Franz Liszt: © lisztomania
The Austrian province of Burgenland celebrates the 200th
birthday of Franz Liszt in 2011 with outstanding concerts,
exhibitions and special projects focusing on the enormous
oeuvre of the composer and conductor.
The term “Lisztomania” was coined by the German writer
Heinrich Heine in the 19th century to describe the
enthusiasm that Liszt elicited from his female fans. As soon
as the artist took the stage he was greeted by choruses of
hysterical shrieking from the ladies of the audience. Liszt

sometimes
performed in
concert halls where
the audience was
limited to standing
room only.
Click here for
details of the
Lisztomania
programme.

Ancient Kingdoms Holidays – new release
Early Booking Offers catalogue
Middle East & Mediterranean specialist, The Innovative
Travel Co. has just released its second phase of Early Booking
Savings for booking and payment by 28FEB11.  The 4-page
catalogue features their popular Turkey itineraries with
excellent value for money companion
offers, 14-day Glories of Turkey First
Class from $2230 first person and
$1795 second person; 10-days
Classical Turkey First Class from
$1535 first person and $1265 second
person. Offers for Israel, Morocco,
Spain, Egypt, Syria, Iran, Greece and
Dubai are included plus cruises with
super yachts, small cruise ships and
Star Clippers sailing ships are all
featured in the second phase of
special offers.  In addition, Innovative is providing a 5%
discount off all other Ancient Kingdoms Holidays over
$1000pp in value, either custom designed or from the
brochure, excluding Gulf States, when booked and paid by
28FEB11.
FREEPHONE 0508100111 or email: info@innovative-
travel.com and Click Here to download the catalogue.
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 Christmas / New Year Office Hours
24DEC    (Xmas Eve) office will close at 3pm
25 - 28DEC inclusive closed
29 - 30DEC open 0830 – 1600
31DEC   (New Year’s Eve) office will close at 3pm
01 - 04JAN inclusive office closed
05 - 07JAN open 0830 – 1600

Tel: 09-444 2298

Fax:09-442 4228
CLICK HERE

FOR WEBSITE

Tel: 09-444 2298

Fax:09-442 4228
CLICK HERE

FOR WEBSITE Normal office hours (0830 – 1700)  resume from Monday 10JAN

AVIATION
MoT approves alliance
Transport Minister Steven Joyce has approved an air alliance
between Air New Zealand and the Virgin Blue group to
operate integrated transtasman services.
Mr Joyce says the alliance authorisation period of three years
will place a strong incentive on the two airlines to operate in a
competitive manner.
“How Air New Zealand and Virgin Blue implement the
alliance, as well as the state of the market, will be taken into
account in deciding whether further authorisation is given.”
Both airlines will report to the Ministry of Transport on
compliance provisions twice a year.
The Minister of Transport also retains the ability to revoke
authorisation should the airlines fail to comply with terms of
the alliance agreement.

More Tasman flights promised by alliance
Air New Zealand and Virgin Blue, in part gained ACCC
approval of their new Alliance by undertaking to boost their
trans Tasman frequencies.  This includes 97 extra flights per
annum between AKL and ADL; 65 more flights between AKL
and Gold Coast; 47 more AKL-PER flights; 83 more WLG-
SYD flights; 16 more WLG-MEL flights; and 18 more WLG-
BNE flights.

On Christmas Eve, the first of Air New Zealand’s new
Boeing 777-300ERs touches down in Auckland after its
delivery flight from Seattle.
Its paint job is like those on other Air New Zealand 777s,
but the interior is like no other.  Its seating sets new
standards. In Economy are Skycouch seats, also known as
“cuddle class”, while in Premium Economy, are pairs of
cream leather Spaceseats with bean bags as footrests
and 10.6in video monitors. Business Premier seats
convert into 22in-wide fully flat beds with 12in video
screens.  Service has been enhanced with an on-demand
food and beverage service, and passengers throughout
the plane can order drinks via their Panasonic IFE
touchscreen.
The galleys, too, set a trend by using the latest in oven
technology to allow food to be cooked on board, rather
than reheated.

Etihad alliance with Virgin Blue
The ACCC’s draft approval of an alliance between Etihad and
Virgin Blue enables Etihad to offer customers 45 new
destinations across Australia, New Zealand and the Pacific
Islands, and opens a host of new connections and routings to
Australian travellers via Abu Dhabi.
From FEB11, Virgin Blue’s international arm, V Australia,
will launch direct services to Abu Dhabi, resulting in a total of
27 weekly services between Abu Dhabi and Australia.
These include double-daily flights between Abu Dhabi and
Sydney, daily between Abu Dhabi and Melbourne, and six
frequencies per week between Abu Dhabi and Brisbane.

Virgin Blue now eyes Asia
Virgin Blue’s John Borghetti, having secured approvals for it
alliances with Air New Zealand and Etihad, says he now plans
to expand into Asia next year, pitting Pacific Blue and V
Australia against Jetstar.  He said the move into Asia would
come in the middle of next year, once the arrangements with
Air NZ and Etihad were bedded down.

Jetstar has begun recruitment in Singapore for its

Jetstar Cadet Pilot Training Program and Advanced

Cadet Program with the aim of attracting top aviation

potential in Singapore to a career with Jetstar and its

expanding Pan Asian operations.
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Positive signs of recovery for hotels
New Zealand Hotel Council statistics for November 2010
reported an average 5.1% increase in occupancy nationally
compared to the same time last year and the highest
November occupancy rate (81.2%) since 2007.
“Occupancy rates have been tracking up for the last five
months, compared to last year, which is a positive sign after
two years of difficult trading conditions,” says Jennie
Langley, NZHC Independent Chair. “Not all regions are
enjoying sustained growth but it is encouraging as we head
into the summer season.”
Ms Langley says that most regions are confident that the next
three months will be up on last year.

ACCOMMODATION

Hyatt to depart NZ scene
The fallout from the South Canterbury Finance collapse
includes the sale of Auckland’s Hyatt Regency hotel to Accor,
which will operate the property as New Zealand’s first
Pullman from 20JAN11.
Said to be Accor’s fastest-growing brand, the five-star
Pullman Auckland is Accor’s 29th NZ hotel, following news
that the chain is also taking over Christchurch’s Hotel So,
rebranding it as an All Seasons hotel.

Air NZ on up-and-up
Air New Zealand reported an 11% gain in passenger volumes
last month from a year earlier, suggesting demand is returning
to levels before the global financial crisis.
The airline carried a total 1,055,000 pax in NOV10, RPKs
rose 6.5%, capacity rose 3.9%, and group load factors
increased by two percentage points.
BusinessDesk reports the pick-up was driven by an increase in
passengers on domestic and Tasman/Pacific routes, while the
recovery in long-haul volumes was more subdued.
Domestic pax rose 12% to 709,000 and Tasman/Pacific
climbed 14% to 219,000.
Total long-haul volume rose 1.6% to 128,000, with growth on
Asia/Japan/U.K. at 1.9% and North America/U.K. at 1.4%.

More legroom on Lufthansa
Lufthansa is installing 32,000 new slimmer, ergonomically-
shaped seats on more than 180 aircraft in its short and
medium-haul fleet, giving pax more than 4cm extra legroom.
As part of the upgrade, the airline is re-introducing snacks
such as muesli bars and chocolate, even on domestic routes,
for Economy Class passengers.
On cross-border European services with a flight time of more
than two hours, they will be offered a hot meal.

317 more BA/AA/IB code shares
British Airways, American Airlines and Iberia have just added
another 317 code share flights to their trans-Atlantic joint
businesses.
This is in addition to the 2,700-plus code shares that were
introduced at the launch of the three airlines’ joint business in
OCT. This latest move sees the carriers begin codesharing on
flights to Canada, Mexico and cities across Europe.

AirAsia intends to launch a Philippines-based low-cost

airline joint venture in which it will hold a 40% stake. The

airline is expected to commence operations in the third

quarter of 2011 subject to receiving regulatory approval.

Aeroflot to buy 16 B777s
According to Reuters, Russia’s Aeroflot will purchase 16 new
Boeing 777s in the next six years, in a bid to fill the breach
created by the delayed 787.
It is also in talks with Boeing to ensure two Dreamliners are
delivered in time for the 2014 Winter Olympics in Sochi.
Aeroflot has ordered 22 B787s, which are now more than
three years behind schedule.

Long range exec jet for Wellington
Movie director Sir Peter Jackson’s $68 million Gulfstream
G550, which is managed by ExecuJet Aviation Australasia,
looks likely to return from Melbourne, where it is currently
housed, to be based in Wellington.
A report in The Press says Wellington International Airport is
planning to build a new multi-use hangar on the Kilbirnie side
of the airport that could provide overnight maintenance and
parking for private and airline jets.
As reported in TravelMemo on 23NOV, the ExecuJet Aviation
group has been granted a New Zealand air operator’s
certificate for a New Zealand-registered G550, and this will
be available for third party charter effective immediately.
Its managing director Darren McGoldrick told The Press:
“This region is an especially buoyant one with a high
proportion of ultra-high net worth individuals who recognise
the time-saving benefits and ease of aircraft charter,” he said.

SIA ups frequency for Northern Summer
Singapore Airlines will increase services across parts of its
global network during the Northern Summer period
(27MAR11 – 29OCT11) in response to continued growth in
demand.
Airbus A380 services will operate on the Singapore-Tokyo
Narita-Los Angeles route from 27MAR11.
SIA also plans to launch a new service to Sao Paulo via
Barcelona, subject to Brazilian regulatory approval.
Frequency will also be increased on select services between
Singapore and points in North Asia, West Asia and Europe.

Hilton Queenstown appointment
Hilton Hotels & Resorts has appointed Marlene Poynder as
General Manager of its two new Queenstown properties, the

178-room Hilton Queenstown and the 98-
room Kawarau Hotel Managed by Hilton,
both scheduled to open in 2011.
Marlene’s previous roles include Director
of Marketing at the Park Hyatt Sydney,
followed by Director of Hotel Sales - Asia
Pacific for Hyatt International based in
Hong Kong, and more recently, as GM of
the Park Hyatt Sydney.  Marlene has also

held senior management positions at Swain Australia Tours
and Jetset Tours and has worked as a Management Consultant
in the hospitality and tourism industry.
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Pacific Pearl was officially
welcomed to Auckland by
Ngati Whatua in a moving
ceremony at Queens Wharf.
Members of the tribe paddled
a waka across the harbour to
present Pacific Pearl’s
godmother, triple Olympic
medallist Barbara Kendall,
with a feather cloak.

Anne Sherry, Carnival Australia CEO, with
Pacific Pearl Godmother, Barbara Kendall, and
Captain Charlie Carr receive  the welcome from
the representative of the tangata whenua.

This 9-page feature covers the
Pacific Pearl Premiere - a two-
night ‘shakedown’ cruise by
nearly 800 travel agents ahead
of the commercial debut of New
Zealand’s first super-ship.

Photo | Peter Clark
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A Balcony
Cabin and
bathroom
on A Deck

The stylish
decor of a
lounge area
adjacent to
the internet
lounge and
the Marquee
Theatre

The Atrium is the three-level heart of Pacific Pearl, with
Reception, comfortable lounge seating and Charlie’s Bar and
array of duty free shopping outlets on two levels above.
It is also a perfect vantage point for nighttime entertainment
from the ship’s Pacific Cirque troupe, complete with laser
light shows.

Coffee at Charlies ranges from $2.75 to $3.50, iced
coffee at $4 and fancy (alcoholic) coffee is $7.95.
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Art in Pacific Pearl’s public areas
P&O Cruises commissioned photographer Tony
Rea to photograph Australian images – striking
patterns of stone, bark, water and famous
landmarks viewed from unique perspectives.
A total of 60 images are displayed on the ship’s
staircases and in the suites.

Waterfront Restaurant is the ship’s main dining venue.
Although it seats 800, it has been laid out to provide
sophisticated intimacy by way of sheer draperies, waiter
stations and room dividers in dark timber topped with under-lit
grasses or decorated with designer glass.  The menu offers four
courses offine dining, changing daily, plus chef’s specials.

For something really special, there’s Salt Grill
by Luke Mangan. A P&O exclusive, this
intimate restaurant offers culinary treats created
by one of Australia’s top celebrity chefs.
But be sure to brief your clients to book as soon
as they come aboard. This venue is sure to be
booked out within the first day on each cruise.
There is a surcharge of A$40 on dinner.

The Wine Room is a
private space within
Waterfront Restaurant,
available at no extra
charge for special
occasions or gatherings.
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Shows on the big stage in The Marquee Theatre
include Centrestage with its West End and
Broadway hits, and Please Don’t Stop the Music’s
hits of the 70s, 80s, 90s and today. There are
family shows with audience participation like
Pirates of the Pacific II – The Mutiny and
performances of the Sit Down Comedy Club.

The two-level Marquee
Theatre sports state-of-
the-art lighting effects
and a stunning video-
wall backdrop – tailor
made for the high
energy musical
productions it stages.

Among the distractions / attractions onboard are the
rehearsals and limbering up sessions by the Pacific Cirque
performers. Graduates of a Colombian circus school, they
pirouette, handstand, stretch and pole dance in The Atrium,
surrounded by passengers enjoying the eye candy.

Pacific Cirque
performs its aerial
show, Glow, in the
unique open-air arena
on the top deck or in
the laser-lit Atrium –
with trapeze artists,
acrobats and jugglers
out to astonish with
their daring show.
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A highlight of the shakedown cruise was the chance
to see Great Barrier and Little Barrier islands at close
quarters.   With the region putting on its dampest,

There was quite strong support for the idea of making
such a rare chance a special highlight of future short-
break food and wine cruises out of Auckland.

muggiest and foggiest weather, Captain Carr opted to
shelter for the night in Great Barrier’s Abercrombie Bay.
A few took the opportunity to breakfast outside the
Plantation Restaurant and savour this amazing view.
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Kids are well and truly catered for on
Pacific Pearl. For the 3 to 6-year-olds,
there’s Turtle Cove, while the 7 to 10-
year-olds can get dance lessons,
scavenger hunts, cartoons and more.
For the teens, there are two clubs – HQ
(11-14yrs) and HQ+ (15-17yrs). Both
provide sports, karaoke and talent
shows, plenty of Playstation 3
machines, pizzas and mocktails, and a
chill-out area.

MIX
Cocktail
Bar offers
ocean and
Atrium
views,
with
coffee
during the
day, and
exotic
cocktails
by night.

Connexions is the venue for daytime events
and activities, and at night is alive with
karaoke, live music and dancing.

The Oasis is an
adult-only retreat
with daybeds,
overlooking the
ship’s wake.

The Dome, with its 270-degree views, sits high above
Pacific Pearl’s bridge and is a lounge with sophisticated
décor by day and by night, when it also offers a dance
floor, disco lighting, comedy club and a live band.

Plantation
Restaurant aft
on Deck 12
has indoor and
outdoor
choices, plus a
BBQ station.
It offers buffet
selections,
snacks, bistro
meals and
pizzas.

The
entertainment
on board
includes a
casino with
blackjack
roulette, three
card poker,
Let It Ride
and lots of
the latest
pokies.

The Orient is a pub-style venue
with big sofas and an array of
boutique beers.

The Big Screen is a 7m by 4m LED
screen forward-facing ahead of the
ship’s funnel and offering clear
picture day or night and flanked by
63,000-watt hi-fi speakers. It can be
viewed from decks 12 and 14,
whether on deck chairs or in the
pool. It screens movies, sport and
rock concert videos, amongst other
entertainment.
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The
Treasure
Hunt
Agents were sent on a Treasure Hunt, a novel way to inspect the ship’s
facilities. There were 21 stops on the itinerary, each gaining the hunters a
stamp in their ‘passport’. They were also encouraged to complete two
organised group activities, ranging from decorative card-making and exercises
with the circus troupe, to dance auditions on stage in The Marquee.
Those with completed passports qualified for a bingo game with prizes that
included a P&O Gift Hamper worth A$350, a 16GB iPad, a $1000 and a $2000
Westfield gift voucher and an A$5000 prize: a Twin Outside Cabin on Pacific
Pearl’s 4-night Lifestyle cruise on30JAN plus an exclusive dinner at Salt by
Luke Mangan with Barbara Kendall and her Dancing With the Stars partner
Johnny, plus airfares to the value of $500.

Some two-thirds of the agents carried on last weekend’s

shakedown cruise had never been on a cruise before, and

almost every New Zealand travel agency was represented.
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*Terms and conditions apply, visit pocruises.co.nz for details.

big
new zealand’s

cruise
sale

8 nights from* 

$1,039
NZD per person quad share

Featuring cruises 
to/from Auckland

Book by 
31 March 2011

Queens Wharf celebration
Open to the public, last night’s massive Pacific Island Family Christmas celebration
on Queens Wharf featured performances by headline acts Dane Rumble and Stan
Walker, fireworks over the harbour and free entertainment, including circus and street
performers, a big ferris wheel, a visit from Santa, and face painting for the kids.
The festival coincided with the official naming of the ship by Barbara Kendall, who
performed her duty from a trapeze high above the deck.

Pacific Pearl’s
Godmother,
Barbara Kendall
MBE, is a triple
world champion
boardsailer, triple
Olympic medalist
(Barcelona, Atlanta,
Sydney), and four-
time New Zealand
Sports Woman of
the Year. Barbara
has also been
inducted into the
international
Sailing Federation’s
Hall of Fame.
She is pictured here
at left with Carnival
Australia CEO, Ann

Sherry.
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Final issue
FOR 2010

This is the final issue of

TravelMemo for 2010.

The office is now closed until

10JAN11 and the first issue for

2011 will be online on Tuesday

morning 18JAN.

Merry Christmas

& Have a

Safe and Prosperous

New Year

Thank you

to all the loyal readers

of TravelMemo for their

feedback during the year

and to the advertisers

for their support

INDUSTRY
A-Team Xmas Auction attracts 90+ w/sale consultants

eXperts Globetrotter
Game winners
Anton Musin at Lufthansa
reports that 1,762 agents played
the eXperts Globetrotter Game
that introduced Austrian
Airlines to eXperts.
The three agents who each won
an Apple iPad were:
Claire Baker from Orbit
Travel
Lisa Lilley from Messe Reps
Cherry Bruce from Flight
Centre.

Chief Exec leaving...  Replacement
sought...  Full time position
After 5½ years in the position TAANZ Chief
Executive Paul Yeo will be leaving to take up a new
role at Tourism New Zealand early in 2011.
The current position has been shared on a 50/50 joint
basis with the Inbound Tour Operators Council of
NZ (ITOC). The TAANZ board is now seeking a full
time replacement who will be employed 100% by
TAANZ.
A position description and application details can be
obtained by clicking here, and the closing date is
21JAN11.

The A-Team’s 4th annual
Xmas Auction took place on
16DEC and was attended by
the reservation teams from Go
Holidays, Infinity, House of
Travel, Air NZ Holidays and
Our Pacific. The product
managers were also on hand to
support their res teams.
The teams accumulate A-Team
$$ throughout the year based
on sales and these can be used
to bid at the Auction.
Items on auction included return flights on
Air New Zealand to Fiji and Samoa plus
accom packages at Medina, Vibe and
Travelodge Hotels in Aust and NZ,
Treasure Island Resort, Bounty Island
Resort, First Landing Beach Resort, The
Terraces, Amunuca Island Resort in Fiji,
Coconuts Beach Club in Samoa, Fafa
Island Resort in Tonga, GLP Hotels New

Caledonia, The Moorings in
Vanuatu, Royale Takitumu
and Rarotonga Beach
Bungalows in Rarotonga and
2 and 3-night cruises on
Captain Cook Cruises in Fiji
and on Sydney Harbour.
There were also ‘Vibe’-
branded beach towels and
cookbooks, cases of wine
and many other items on
offer, so all attendees got a
‘gift’.

The lively auctioneer, Murray Smith from
Barfoot & Thompson was back for the fourth
year and said ‘he wouldn’t miss it for the
world”
The A-Team - Anne Radonich of RAD
Marketing and Lesley Perrie of Planet Travel
Marketing can be reached on
info@ateam.co.nz  and it’s all on their
website www.ateam.co.nz.

Final issue
FOR 2010
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